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This guide introduces the statistical process control (SPC) methodology for collecting data, arranging data in a chart or graph form, and interpreting the data to reduce variations in the process.

Features

	Provides an overview of SPC in very simple, easily understood terms
	Reviews and explains traditional SPC tools and how they relate to Six Sigma
	Covers the use of advanced SPC techniques in relation to Six Sigma
	Addresses SPC for service and short-run processes
	Explores issues of capability for the short and long run and addresses measurement issues


In this fourth volume of the Six Sigma and Beyond series, quality engineering expert D.H. Stamatis focuses on how Statistical Process Control (SPC) related to Six Sigma. Dr. Stamatis takes a simplistic approach to the topic by emphasizing “why we do” and “how to do” SPC in all types of environments.

Volume IV provides readers with an overview of SPC in easy-to-follow, easy-to-understand terms. The text reviews and explains traditional SPC tools and how they relate to Six Sigma, addresses SPC for service and short-run processes, and goes on to cover the use of advanced techniques. It explores the issue of capability for the short and long run and also addresses measurement issues. Six Sigma and Beyond: Statistical Process Control shows you how to utilize SPC properly in order to maximize your quality improvement and give your organization the competitive edge.
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Mechanics of FluidsSpon Press, 2005

	The eighth edition of this best-selling textbook, like its predecessors, presents the basic principles of the mechanics of fluids in a thorough and clear manner. The book contains material on this subject appropriate to an honors degree course in mechanical engineering.


	Particular emphasis is given to providing a sound physical...
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Force Microscopy: Applications in Biology and MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A complete examination of the uses of the atomic force microscope in biology and medicine
    

    This cutting-edge text, written by a team of leading experts, is the first detailed examination of the latest, most powerful scanning probe microscope, the atomic force microscope (AFM). Using the AFM, in combination with...
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Mobile Computer Usability: An Organizational Personality Perspective (Progress in IS)Springer, 2013

	This book explains how mobile computer usability is shaped by the increasing integration of personal circumstances in organization. It represents an attempt to conceptualize an alternative model of mobile computer usability. It is motivated by the author’s conviction that we do not yet have an adequate understanding of this concept...
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Practical Treatment Options for Chronic Pain in Children and Adolescents: An Interdisciplinary Therapy ManualSpringer, 2013

	Pain is an increasingly common symptom in children and adolescents, and nearly 5% of the paediatric population now suffer from severe chronic pain conditions. This manual describes the inpatient treatment programme of one of the world’s largest treatment facility for chronic pain in children – The German Paediatric Pain Centre...
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The Bully at Work: What You Can Do to Stop the Hurt and Reclaim Your Dignity on the JobSourcebooks, Inc., 2009

	A landmark book that blazed light on one of the business world's dirtiest secrets, The Bully at Work exposed the destructive, silent epidemic of workplace bullying that devastates the lives, careers, and families of millions. In this completely updated new edition based on an updated survey of workplace issues, the authors explore...
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Advances in Grid and Pervasive Computing: 6th International ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	the emerging areas of grid computing, cloud computing, and pervasive computing.
	The 6th International Conference on Grid and Pervasive Computing, GPC
	2011, was held in Oulu, Finland, during May 11-13, 2011. This volume contains
	the full papers that were presented at the conference. This program was
	preceded by one day of workshops, a...
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